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Dear friends and industry colleagues,

Let us take this opportunity to wish you all a merry Christmas and a very 
happy new year.

As we move towards the end of the year, we will remember 2016 for a lot many 
reasons, the most important being the demonetisation. Without getting into the 
merits or demerits of demonetisation, what stands out is we the people of India 
have been taking all hardships in our stride in the hope for a better tomorrow. 
This speaks volumes for the nation and what the honest citizens of this country, 
like you and me, want or are hoping for – a better tomorrow!

As we are getting coser to a new year, the excitement is building up. On January 
5, 2017 is the event  at Vasai, near Mumbai, which will see the print company 
owners get together for an annual event in its third edition. Last year we had 
nearly 200 printers and associates attending the event; this year we are expecting 
an even better turn out as some very interesting speakers have been lined 
up this year. 

Next up is going to be a signifi cantly large event! The Print Summit 2017 will be 
on January 24, 2017, at the NCPA, Nariman Point, Mumbai. The Print Summit 
2016 witnessed the participation of over 900 people; this year we look forward to 
welcoming even a greater number of delegates. The line of speakers and events 
is fantastic so we urge you all to register yourselves for Print Summit 2017. We 
have three Ted-level speakers besides some interesting talks by people from the 
industry. In the past few years, the Print Summit has become a holistic knowledge 
seminar which covers not just the technology but all aspects of being a printer 
and a print company owner. Print Summit has become a much sought after event 
for print owners beyond Mumbai, from the length and breadth of India. Watch 
out for the event details sent to you over emails and phones, and register if you 
have not done so already.

On March 4, 2017, MMS will host the Life Time Achievement Award at the 
Garware Club, Wankhede Stadium, Mumbai. This year the LTA is being conferred 
upon the Chairperson of Autoprint, C.N. Ashok, for his outstanding contribution 
to the growth and development of the Indian Printing Industry. We salute his 
dedication towards Make for India, and his passion to make innovations available 
at an economical level for Indian printers. On the day of the Awards, the morning 
half of the celebrations will focus on the Power Lunch and a seminar on the much 
anticipated Goods and Services Tax, the biggest ever tax reform in India to be 
introduced in 2017. The new tax structure is set to replace the complex indirect 
tax regime, and it promises to be hassle-free for the benefi t of trade and industry.

We take this opportunity to wish you all the success, happiness and good health 
in 2017. As we sign off for the last time in 2016, we leave you with a thought: 
‘it is not about being the best, it is about being better than you were yesterday.’ If 
we turn this thought into action, the New Year will surely be more successful and 
rewarding in all the possible ways.

Best wishes,
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Has something you’ve read in PRINT BULLETIN intrigued or 
excited you? Write in and share it with us. We would love to 
hear from you, we shall publish a selection of your responses 
in the forthcoming issues.

Email us at: exsec.mms@gmail.com

We welcome your emails, while reserving the right to edit 
them for length and clarity. By sending us your letters you 
permit us to publish it in the magazine. We regret that we 
cannot always reply personally to your emails.

SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK

Advertisement add 3 mm for Bleed.

* ‘For sale’ etc. ads for members only.

A unique discount is available on annual contracts.
To know more, reach : admin@bmpa.org, 
exsec.mms@gmail.com
Payments to be issued vide cheque favouring: 
Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
All artworks to be supplied in hi-res PDF or convert to curves CDR format

Full page :  10000 11.7" x 8.25" 

Half page :  5500 (V)11.7" x 4.1" or (H) 5.85" x 8.25

Double spread :  20000 11.7" x 16.5" 

Centre spread :  22000 11.7" x 16.5"

Back cover :  20000 11.7" x 8.25"

Cover inside 2 :   15000 11.7" x 8.25"

Cover inside 3 :   12000 11.7" x 8.25"

Classifi ed :  1500* 3.5” x 2.5”

TARIFF CARD

Screen Print Sri Lanka, a successful 
beginning
An Indian exhibition-organiser writes a new chapter by 
organising the fi rst ever, three-day screen-print expo in 
our southern neighbour, Sri Lanka.

App-controlled Automation
In a rapidly changing print technology industry, mobile 
and web-based applications are the latest automation 
solutions from machinery manufacturers.

Print Excellence Triumphs at PrintWeek 
Awards
The PrintWeek India Awards 2016 witnessed signifi cant 
growth in the number of entries for the awards, geographical 
expansion to the Tier-2 cities, and of course, the raised bar of 
the quality of works submitted for the Awards.
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32

Gear up for Print Summit 2017
The new year for Mumbai’s printers begins with the 
BMPA’s Print Summit – this year, it promises to be 
bigger, better, more exciting. Here is a sneak peek...

Together, creating a knowledgeable 
printer
BMPA and MMS, since coming together a year ago, have 
focused on conducting educational programmes; Print 
Bulletin has    three events to report to our readers.

24

22

18

12

Digital offers new hope to publications
Smithers Pira’s latest report ‘The Future of Digital vs 
Analogue Printing to 2020’ gives publication prints a new 
hope of growth.

CONTENTSCONTENTS

HP: innovative, efficient, and vibrant 
in India
HP India recently announced 
its successful Label Expo 2016 
participation, and impressive 
installation numbers achieved 
by its PageWide portfolio of 
printers in India.

26

To register for 
Print Summit 2017, 
if you haven’t 
already, visit
www.printsummit.
info.
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PRINT EXCELLENCE TRIUMPHS AT PRINTWEEK AWARDS
The PrintWeek India Awards 2016 witnessed significant growth in the number of entries for the awards, geographical 
expansion to the Tier-2 cities, and of course, the raised bar of the quality of works submitted for the Awards.

Parksons Packaging is the PrintWeek India Printing Company 
of the Year 2016. The Mumbai-based packaging giant clinched 
the top honour ahead of the past winners like International 
Print-o-Pac, Manipal Technologies, and Quenby Transfers 
on the strength of its return on capital, the increase in fi xed 
assets as well as net current assets. On winning the PrintWeek 
India Printing Company of the Year trophy, Ramesh Kejriwal, 
Chairperson, Parksons Packaging, said, “The PrintWeek India 
Awards is one of the greatest recognition of our good work in 
the printing and packaging industry. It sets a benchmark for us 
to improve ourselves in the future.”

Touching new heights – the awards and the printers

The PrintWeek India Awards 2016, held at Grand Hyatt Mumbai 
on November 4, saw several new players from Tier-2 cities 
like Surat and Sivakasi take the centre stage, edging out 
more established players in their respective categories. This 
underscores how print fi rms across the country are becoming 
more and more quality conscious.

And more competitive too! This year, there were 17 Quality 
Awards categories, which were picked up by 25 companies. The 
quality of samples Printweek India received for the Awards are 
such that for several categories, the Jury had to declare joint 
winners. Two fi rms received special jury mentions.

For the eighth edition of the Awards this year, PrintWeek India 
received samples from 132 print fi rms, of which 85 were 
shortlisted. 28 Jury members comprising of print buyers and 
print specialists painstakingly selected these from more than 
1,100 samples. Many of the 85 print fi rms were fi rst-time 
print fi rms.

Talking about the cities from where entries poured in, Mumbai 
ruled the roost, Besides Parksons Packaging picking up the 

top honour, Mumbai fi rms picked up trophies in nine Quality 
categories. Delhi followed closely by winning six categories. 
Ahmedabad, Sivakasi and Surat had two trophies each. 
Other cities like Hyderabad, Mysuru, Chennai, Manipal and 
Bengaluru, bagged a Prism each.

Hormazd Sorabjee, Managing Director welcomed the 300+ 
print delegates during 300+ print delegates during the 
PrintWeek India Awards 2016. “In line with the general 
economic mood in the country which looks positive, our survey 
of the industry has many encouraging indicators,” Sorabjee 
said, “We are looking at demand for better quality packaging 
of FMCG products. At present, this is only 11 kg, and is 

Parksons Packaging bags top honours at the PrintWeek India Awards 2016. Mumbai picks up nine trophies; 
Delhi wins six categories; and Ahmedabad, Sivakasi and Surat bag two trophies each

The Awards event had a 40-minute panel discussion,  ‘Stone, Paper, Scissor: Are 
marketers turning stone to paper and cutting off innovation?’ moderated by 
Geetanjali Bhattacharji of Spatial Access. The panellists included Hemal Vadera of 
Bajaj Electricals, Sudip Ghose of VIP Industries, and Sunil Gadgil of Nivea India.
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expected to trigger a mammoth r90,000 crore investment by 
the country’s paper industry. Indian paper mills will produce 20 
million tonnes in 2020 and 27 million tonnes by 2030.”

Performance widening its net

The highlight of the annual PrintWeek India Awards is the 
Performance category. This year, there were six Performance 
categories, including PrintWeek India Printing Company of 
the Year and the Student of the Year Awards. Noida’s Creative 
Graphics was named Pre-Press Company of the Year, and 
Sivakasi’s Lovely Offset won the Post-Press Company of the Year 
title. Bengaluru’s Brilliant Printers is the PrintWeek India SME 
Printing Company of the Year while the PrintWeek India Green 
Printing Company of the Year honour went to ITC Limited – 
Packaging and Printing Division in Chennai.

More positives for print

Sanjiv Gupta, Chief Operating Offi cer, Penguin Random House 
India, was the chief guest for the evening. During his speech, 
Mr Gupta highlighted the country’s positive business outlook. 

“India’s economy has shown signs of gaining momentum; 
business confi dence has picked up; GST will be a game-changer 
and will bring in some challenges on compliance,” he said, 
adding, “Overall, it will be good for the economy; households 
are benefi ting from favourable pay raises and a near-normal 
monsoon. In addition, the current account came close to 
balancing in Q2 FY 2016 due to a lower oil bill and subdued 
gold imports highlighting the country’s vulnerability to external 
risks.”

The print-focused publication

PrintWeek India is a nationwide title that covers issues and 
news of the Indian print industry. PrintWeek India has a print 
run of 11,000+ which is delivered to print professionals in more 
than 350 cities across India. Every month, PrintWeek India gives 
its readers new insights into today’s printing topics ranging from 
commercial printing, sheetfed, web offset, digital, inkjet and 
outdoor. 

28 Jury members comprising of print buyers and print specialists painstakingly selected these from more than 1,100 samples.
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Esko has given 3D packaging design software a makeover with 
the launch of Esko Studio 16, part of the Esko Software Platform 
16. Studio is a unique set of tools for 3D packaging design 
made for all packaging artwork professionals. With Studio you 
are virtually holding the pack in your hands. 

A global legacy

Since 2006, Studio has been installed by thousands of 
packaging professionals, from small design agencies and 
freelance designers to the largest global brand owners. Studio 
has helped users produce better packaging designs, whether 
designers are trying out different ideas and want virtual mock-
ups fast, or prepress operators are checking graphic positioning 
and reverse print. Creating this artwork for presentations, 
marketing campaigns or e-commerce is done with the artwork 
print production data and eliminates the need for separate 
packaging artwork creation in other software.

Adding efficiency to creativity

Esko Studio adds packaging 3D functionality to Esko’s Adobe® 
Illustrator® packaging workfl ow. “Unlike other solutions, 
designers and prepress operators do not have to leave their 
design tool of choice. They are able to make very advanced 
3D design actions within Illustrator – a platform they are very 
familiar with.  Since ten years, Studio has been helping trade 
shops, converters and brands offer their customers a faster 
route to market for product design – and it continues to be the 
worlds’ most powerful and popular packaging 3D design and 
store visualization tool,” stated Chris Stowe, Esko’s Product 
manager 3D solutions. “It eliminates the need for physical 
mock ups and reduces the approval process via instant online 
collaboration. Ultimately this means the time from design 
to production is much shorter and cost effective. Creating 
test versions, new promotions and product variations can be 
designed and visualized at the touch of a button.”

“The benefi ts of Studio encourage designers to experiment with 
different ideas and allow prepress operators to do 
quality checks on graphics positioning, reverse print 
and other production critical elements,” comments 
Stowe. “Users can quickly check fi nishing effects, 
create realistic visuals, see more details in pack shots 
and speed up the production of pack shots.”

Over the past year, Esko has accumulated feedback 
from its large base of Studio users and now has 
released a signifi cantly advanced version, all focused 
on higher effi ciency and working speed. The new 
features of Studio 16 include:

ESKO STUDIO : CREATIVE, FAST, AND EFFICIENT
Esko launches a new version of Studio software – the Studio 16 – that has tools to create 3D packaging designs, and 
adds the power of planograms in Store Visualizer 16.

MARKETPLACE

1. The ability to create 3D compositions 50% faster, thanks to 
new user tools such as snap to align while moving, vertical 
collision edge and detection, and a nudge tool for fast 
manipulation.

2. Fast artwork application in scenes, so designers can apply 
different artwork to the same structures in product line ups 
and multi-product combinations.

3. Studio 16 includes tools to select materials and apply print 
effects. Users can quickly check fi nishing effects by using a 
switch to turn on and off - and compare - fi nishing, to see 
how fi nishing effects apply and perform in isolation.

4. Faster creation of realistic visuals, with the ability to add and 
adjust realistic fl oor shadows and light source angles.

A faster way to create and output very high-resolution pack 
shots by adding automated scripting in Adobe Illustrator with 
new export options. The software is able to display barcodes; 
pricing and other metadata associated with each of the 
imported products. Even fi ne text is legible, and poster-sized 
images can be created. These are particularly helpful for artwork 
repurposing such as marketing and campaign use - creating 
product images even before a single package is produced. 

Equip yourself for the virtual marketplace 

Studio Store Visualizer lets brand owners view packaging 
designs on the shelf and present a complete product launch 
in 3D, including retail-ready packaging, displays and other 
branded items. Over 100 brands and packaging companies 
worldwide are already using Studio Store Visualizer, utilizing the 
hyper realistic virtual stores to make design, brand and store 
placement decisions with speed, very early in the process. “Not 
only can end users experience what the product looks like on 
the shelf, but they can investigate how it sits alongside the 
competition and even walk through the entire store taking in the 
whole visual impact,” adds Stowe.

Store Visualizer 16 now integrates with planogram systems 

Creating test versions, new promotions and product variations 
can be designed and visualized at the touch of a button.
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to create and populate visually stunning virtual 3D stores in 
minutes rather than days. This is ideal for brands and retailers 
to plan and physically populate shelves with product in stores 
for store planning and category management. The software 
lets users build stores quickly – even using actual retail data if 
desired, delivering a hyper realistic review of any products in a 
store before they are even manufactured. It helps them to test 
and decide the most effective way to place product on a shelf 
for the greatest sales impact.

Store Visualizer 16, along with its 3D stereoscopic rendering, 
also works with various virtual reality goggles, letting people 
see and touch virtual stores like never before. Rift’s advanced 
display technology combined with its precise, low-latency 
constellation tracking system enables the sensation of presence 

– the feeling as though you’re actually there. The result is an 
extremely realistic way to view products on a store shelf. A 
simplifi ed user interface on a touch screen makes it easy for 
users to navigate a highly realistic virtual store, and interact 
with the packaging - even allowing the user to pick up an item 
form the shelf and have a closer look at it. 

It is time to update

Studio is available in two bundles: Studio Essentials to create 
cartons, bottles, trays and displays; and Studio Advanced for 
agencies or departments that need to handle every packaging 
shape imaginable, including diffi cult to create realistic fl exible 
bags and shrink sleeves. Studio is part of Esko Software Platform 
16, released in July 2016.

Anyone interested in Studio can get more information from 
the Esko guide about designing packaging and labels in 3D 
at https://www.esko.com/en/lp/design-packaging-labels-3d. 
Because Studio is available as a software subscription, users can 
be assured of all the functionality they need, based on workload, 
without a large investment. Monthly subscription plans are 
available online at https://www.esko.com/en/products/studio/
buy

In version 16, Studio Store Visualizer is available in two versions. 
Studio Store Visualizer Advanced lets designers see their new 
designs on the shelf next to the competition, and present a 
complete product launch in 3D, including retail-ready packaging, 
displays and other branded items. Studio Store Visualizer Prime 
allows users to view and interact with packaging in a virtual 
retail environment - and also includes the ability to populate 
stores with planogram data. Studio Store Visualizer is co-
developed with VTales and comes with a step-by-step shelf 
creation wizard makes it easy to build shelves.

Studio 16 offers a 
faster and easier 
way to design 3D 
packaging and 
show them online.

Esko appoints new Sales Director for South Asia.

Esko recently announced the appointment of Arnab Maiti 
as the Sales Director, South Asia for 
Esko – a global supplier of integrated 
solutions for the packaging and labels, 
sign and display, commercial printing 
and publishing industries. Esko products 
and services drive profi tability in the 
packaging and printing supply chain 
by reducing time-to-market and raising 
productivity.

Arnab Maiti will head the current Esko South Asia sales 
team and will be based out of Mumbai, India. He has spent 
about 15 years in Kodak, serving across various regional 
and national sales and business management roles. In his 
diverse experience of selling capital equipment, software 
solutions, and consumables, he has worked all over India and 
its neighbouring geographies. His strengths lie in direct and 
indirect sales, strategic management, deep technical acumen, 
interpersonal skills and leading and development of diverse 
teams. A Printing Engineer from Jadavpur University, Mr Maiti 
pursued his post graduate studies in Business Administration 
in Marketing and Finance from Narsee Monjee Institute of 
Management Studies, Mumbai.
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KBA is one of the proud winners of this year’s ‘automation 
app awards’, the fi fth round of an annual series initiated by 
the trade magazine ‘elektrotechnik’. The award was presented 
at an event held during the trade fair SPS IPC Drives 2016 on 
November 23, this year. 

At the fi rst stage, an expert jury had assessed the various 
automation apps which had been submitted from the 
perspectives of utility value, originality, usability, relevance, and 
security. Subsequently, the shortlisted apps were offered to the 
magazine readers for voting.

Simplified speed and efficiency

The KBA Rapida app enables control and maintenance of the 
associated sheetfed offset presses via mobile devices. For 
the user, press operation is simplifi ed, because the console is 
no longer the exclusive point of control. The control console 
becomes mobile – the smartphone of the user. After login, an 
info panel is opened with details on the commencement and 
course of production, the current press status and the job that is 
presently being printed.

The app also incorporates a maintenance manager and a batch 
data function with which consumables such as paper and ink 
can be tracked using quick response (QR) codes. The data are 
sent to the console and automatically assigned to the relevant 
job. The maintenance manager contains a list of maintenance 
tasks. Step-by-step instructions further simplify the maintenance 
process, and each maintenance step can be marked as ‘done’ 
after completion. It is also possible to save individual remarks 
and comments, where appropriate. The Rapida app enables

�

APP-CONTROLLED AUTOMATION
In a rapidly changing print technology industry, mobile and web-based applications are the latest automation 
solutions from machinery manufacturers.

• a simple and innovative form of authentication

• reliable management of consumables

• full and error-free maintenance

• constant overviews of the situation on the press

The app stands out with a responsive design and it is platform-
independent; works on 
Android or iOS. KBA already 
demonstrated its capabilities at 
‘drupa 2016’. During live shows 
at the fair, for example, the 
presenters invited trade visitors 
to start print programmes on the 
Rapida sheetfed presses using 
their smartphone.

The KBA Rapida app 
makes the control 
console mobile for 
the printer.  Photo 
Credit: elektrotechnik

Stefan Singer, head of electrical design 
(right), accepted the automation app 
award 2016 in the category “Production” 
on behalf of KBA-Sheetfed. The award was 
presented by publisher Bernd Weinig (2nd 
from right) at a reception on  November 
23. Also in the photo: Matthias Engelmann, 
KBA-Sheetfed (left), and Jörn Kowalewski, 
Macio. Photo Credit: elektrotechnik
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The foud-day InterPrint Expo between November 18 and 21 was 
organized by Offset Printers’ Association (OPA) at Chandigarh. 
The Expo was inaugurated by Prof. Kamal Chopra, President 
of AIFMP; K.C. Madhav, President, Federation of Nepal Printers 
Association, and Xing Zhengjie from Reed, Shanghai (China).

A resounding success

Spread over the covered area of 15,000 sq. m at the Fair 
Grounds, Sector 34, in Chandigarh the Expo was attended by 
over 100 companies from India, showcasing 3,000+ products 
and machines. Around 15,000 printers from 
almost every part of the north India visited 
the four-day expo. As per the estimates 
about R54 crores worth of business was 
negotiated during the Expo. Under the 
leadership of Mr Madav, a delegation of 45 
printers visited the expo from Nepal.

Promotion the print-yatra way

Mr. Aggarwal added that for the promotion 
of InterPrint Expo India and for the sake 
of networking once again ‘Print Yatra’ was conducted in the 
states of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Haryana, and Chandigarh. The Yatra covered 45 
cities and a distance of about 2,500 km. It is only due to 
Print Yatra that printers from farther smaller towns and cities 

A PRINT-EXPO GOES NORTH
InterPrint Expo by Offset Printers’ Association in Chandigarh only reiterates the importance of lesser-known, small-
town print industry, spread beyond India’s metrocity-hubs.

like Mandi, Simla, Pathankot, Jammu, Kurukshetrs, Karnal, 
Saharanpur, Yamunanagar, Mansa, Patiala, Ambala, Lucknow, 
Samana, Sangrur, Batala, Hanumangarh, Mohali, Ropar, Baddi 
and many more participated in this exhibition, making it one 
of the most successful event of OPA.

Digital grabbed the centre-stage 

The theme of the exhibition was ‘Go Digital’. Speaking about 
the idea, Parveen Aggarwal, President of OPA said, “The 

fourth edition of the Expo was organized 
in Chandigarh taking into consideration 
the demand, especially of the printers from 
Himachal Pradesh and Haryana. The objective 
of the event was to refl ect the market’s 
evolutionary path driven by new needs, 
competition, technology, channels, and other 
developments. The special focus on the 
Expo was on the integration of processes in 
printing and packaging, and its supply chain. 
We think, such an integration will eventually 

lead to market leadership and turning India to a Printing and 
Packaging hub.”

On the second day of the Expo, a Digital Printing Workshop 
was conducted, a fi rst in India as claimed by the organizers. 

MARKETPLACE
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Inauguration of InterPrint Expo India by Prof. Kamal Chopra, President AIFMP; K.C. Madhav, President Federation
of Nepal Printers Association; Xing Zhengjie, Reed, China, and Parveen Aggarwal, President OPA.

The InterPrint Expo India was supported 
by the Ministry of MSME, Government 
of India, besides the leading printing 
and allied organizations like, AIFMP; 
IPAMA; NPES (USA), PEIAC, China, The 
Printing Technology Association of China, 
China Academy of Printing Technology. 
The show was organized with the 
cooperation of 53 leading printers 
association of the region. 
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Speaking about the workshop Prof. Chopra said, “Digital 
is the future. Benny Landa rightly said ‘everything that can 
become digital will become digital.’ Printing is no exception. 
Now digital machines are becoming popular even in Tier-3 
cities, but the major problem is that the user is unaware about 
the endless possibilities, capabilities, and the potential of a 
digital press.” He added, “It is seen that these days, in general, 
digital printing machines are being used just like a Photostat 
machines. The only criteria for the printer today is ‘per print 
cost’ and number of printers are using the machine to compete 
at the cost level. Digital machines are versatile and one can 
do wonders with these machines. Maybe for the lack of 
knowledge or hesitation to experiment, the diverse capabilities 
of digital machines remain untapped. Those who know the 
potential of the technology are making the most of it.” The 
workshop was attended by over 110 delegates from northern 
India.

An emerging print and packaging market

Speaking on the occasion Ms. Zhengjie said, “India is 
emerging country so far as printing and Packaging industry is 
concerned. I am glad to be here to inaugurate the InterPrint 
Expo India and would like to add that hospitality I received 
here is unparalleled. I am glad to see the atmosphere, layout, 
and display of stalls during this exhibition. It looks like 
an international event.” She added, “Being a supporting 
organization I would like to add that InterPrint Expo India is 
going to set benchmark for all other regional exhibitions.”

About OPA

Offset Printer’s Association (OPA) was established in the year 
1988 to look after the day to day problems of the printing 
and packaging industry. The OPA which only a quarter 
century ago was a fl edging group with a handful of members 
has now established itself into a dynamic and infl uential 
organization that provides a strong voice for the needs of 
printing community. We at OPA believe that serving the 
printing industry is our motive and for this we have not limited 
ourselves to Ludhiana only but tried to reach at the every 
corner of the region. 

Prof. Kamal Chopra being felicitated by Prof. 
(Dr.) Rajendrakumar Anayath, Mr. M K Moudgil, 
Kurukshetra University and Dr. Anjan Kumar Baral 
during Digital Workshop held on 19 November, 2016 
at Chandigarh during InterPrint Expo India.

The Expo was attended by
over 100 companies from India, showcasing 3,000+ products
and machines. Around 15,000 printers from almost every part
of the north India visited the four-day expo.
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Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP

100 PPM 
Digital Color
Printing 

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality  with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like  Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto  350 GSM

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

Supports Paper
Length Upto  
762 MM

Salient Features 

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as  Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to

100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

To Register For 
Demo SMS       
To Register For 
Demo SMS         "CANPP" to 575758

www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 (  prefix your city code while calling)
7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002   Ph.: 0124-4160000  Fax: 0124-4160011

BETTER

THE
BEST*
JUST GOT

THE
LEGACY

CONTINUES
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MARKETPLACE

Aditya Exposition, a Mumbai-based company and the organisers 
of many successful exhibitions for over two decades, including 
the Screen Print India, has successfully organised the fi rst 
Screen Print Sri Lanka (SPSL) exhibition and technical seminars 
during December 1-3 this year at the Sri Lanka Exhibition and 
Convention Centre in the national capital Colombo, with co-
located events – Sublimating Ideas Expo, Label Show, and Dyes 
& Chem. The SPSL was participated by over 40 exhibitors and 
had 2,500 visitors from garment industry, screen printing, digital 
printing, offset and label printing, not only from Sri Lanka but 
also other Asian countries. 

A new beginning

Devang Sheth, Director of Aditya Expositions, warmly welcomed 
the exhibitors and visitors during the inauguration ceremony. 
He said, “I admire the keen interest of scores of exhibitors and 
visitors. They are participating despite the busy production 
season in the Sri Lankan garment industry. Some of the 
companies made it a point to send their production staff to offer 
them exposure to new technologies and techniques in garment 
decoration as a whole.” He added, “I am also delighted to note 
that most of the exhibitors expressed their satisfaction with the 
footfall and the quality of visitors and also about our overall 
arrangements. Many of the exhibitors said they could generate 
many leads and also establish contact with new customers.”

“During a random interview, most of the exhibitors expressed 
that although they already have few customers in this island 
country, by participating in this expo, they could get wider 
exposure to Sri Lankan garment/printing industry to expand their 
business further since the local market is growing. They were 
glad to participate in Screen Print Lanka expo since in the past 
no such opportunity existed,” said Devang Sheth.

The industry participated whole-heartedly

Some of the leading companies who took part in the exhibition 
include: Grafi ca Flextronica, Skyscreen, Ninehearts, NBC, JK 
Garments, Indian Dyes Sales Corp, Antler General Industries, 
Colorcroma, CöLöRs, Devraj Rangwala, Domex, Impress 
Apparels Machines, Ingrin Printing & Graphic Academy (INGRIN),  
Knowell Corporation, Kumar Textile Industries, Multi Colour 
Premium Ink & Chemicals, Panorama Screen, Standard Holdings, 
Unifold, Weera Industries, Winson Inks, Zibo Paper Tech and 
many others. Some of these companies represent global brands 
of repute.

The range of products showcased by these companies included: 
Screen printing (textile and graphics), digital, and sublimation 
printing machinery, pad printing machinery, fi nishing equipment, 
screen, digital, sublimation, pad printing inks and consumables, 
screen making equipment and tools, paper and non-paper 

SCREEN PRINT SRI LANKA, A SUCCESSFUL BEGINNING
An Indian exhibition-organiser writes a new chapter by organising the first ever, three-day screen-print expo in our 
southern neighbour, Sri Lanka.

SPSL was participated by over 40 exhibitors and had 2,500 visitors from garment 
industry, screen printing, digital printing, offset and label printing, 
not only from Sri Lanka but also other Asian countries

substrates, UV-based special effects, heat transfer printing inks 
and chemicals, heat press, transfer papers, and more. The Expo 
covered the entire gamut of garment decoration in particular 
and screen printing in general.

Charlie Taulieb conducting live demos of direct-to-garment 
printing at the special ‘Charlie Corner’
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Workshops were well-received and appreciated

The interest of the Sri Lankan garment printers to gain 
knowledge is such that all the technical seminars by three 
eminent speakers received good attendance. Charlie Taulieb of 
Taulieb Consulting, also a member of Academy of Screen and 
Digital Printing Technologies, USA, conducted three seminars 

– Multi-colour Printing on Dark Garments; Four Colour Process; 
and Creative T-Shirt Printing and Enhancing Techniques. 
Mr Taulieb also performed live demos of direct-to-garment 
printing at the special ‘Charlie Corner’. 

Bhargav Mistry Director of DMI, conducted a seminar on ‘Secret 
of Producing Digital-like Quality Prints in Textile Screen Printing. 
He explained the entire screen-making process and shared some 
of the important aspects of pre-press and colour management, 
and spot-colour process fi le separation with an on-screen 
presentation. 

The third-day seminar on ‘Migration of Fabric Dyes to Prints is a 
Common Phenomenon where Polyester or its Blends Employing’ 
by Suneth Jayasumana, Antler General Industries (P) Ltd, Sri 
Lanka, was well attended by the delegates.
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FLEXOEXPERT FOR 
COLORTEK
Adhering to the highest standards in plate making 
technology, methods, and process is part of 
the mission at Colortek Inc., where producing 
consistently high quality fl exo plates for its national 
and international packaging customers is of 
paramount importance. As a full-service, integrated 
trade-shop located in Creve Coeur, Missouri, USA, 
Colortek continuously educates its employees with 
the best practices and procedures in the industry. For 
this reason, Colortek decided to participate in Flint 
Group’s FlexoExpert Certifi cation Programme.

Consisting of three main steps – evaluation and 
training, implementation, and audit – the programme 
provides the means by which plate makers can 
further optimize their work fl ow processes to make 
more reliable and consistent plates time and again. 
With the guidance of a Flint Group expert, Colortek 
implemented the programme and passed the fi nal 
audit to earn the honour of FlexoExpert Certifi cation 
of its plate making process and in doing so, became 
the fi rst FlexoExpert in the United States. The 

certifi cation 
serves as a 
proof to its 
customers 
that the 
company 
utilizes best 
practices 
in its fl exo 

platemaking, and therefore, customers can count on 
Colortek to reliably provide superior quality plates.

With its plate making expertise and focus on service, 
Flint Group fi rst introduced the programme in April 
2016, and offers it globally to customers interested 
in gaining further education on the standardization 
of the fl exo platemaking process. For additional 
information on the FlexoExpert Certifi cation Process, 
email fl exo.expert@fl intgrp.com, visit www.fl intgrp.
com, or call your local sales representative.

FLINT GROUP ANNOUNCES 
UPDATED WEBSITE

Flint Group recently announced that its new, updated website 
is live. The introduction of this new platform follows months 
of Group development to deliver signifi cant improvements in 
several key areas:

• Accessibility: The platform has now moved to a responsive 
system to provide greater reach and fl exibility – enabling 
browsers to view the website on their smartphone or tablet.

• Customer Alignment: Introduction of ‘One Flint Group 
Approach’, communicating Flint Group’s offering along 
designated market segments – as customers see themselves.

• Content Improvement: Better site structure, increased 
content to support focus areas such as integrity, 
sustainability, and careers. Video content now better 
illustrates the Flint Group culture and attractiveness as an 
employer in over 40 countries around the world.

• Enhanced Interface: Improved navigation with ‘smart’ 
search functions to help reduce complexity.

• Appearance: Exciting new look with a host of new graphics, 
images, subscription services and videos to keep customers 
informed on progress.

Russell Taylor, responsible for leading HR and Communications 
in Flint Group said, “The new website is an important platform 
for our business and will deliver an improved experience. The 
goal was to provide visitors with an easier way to learn about 
Flint Group’s products, services, and solutions in an integrated 
manner.” He added, “With its modern look and feel, and 
aligned product segmentation it has been specifi cally designed 
to be more responsive and adaptable to enable customers to 
explore the product, value and service advantages Flint Group 
delivers. We will continue to develop and further improve the 
new site”

The website can be found at www.fl intgrp.com

�
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TOGETHER, CREATING A KNOWLEDG
MMS is consistently bringing interesting topics and product trainings 
through its Knowledge Sharing Workshops (KSW). The latest in the 
series are two workshops focused on safety by TechNova’ Pradip 
Ghaisas, and prefl ight process automation conducted by Percept 
Solutions’ Das Damodharan.

SAFETY IS MY RESPONSIBILITY
On November 18 this year, Mr Ghaisas conducted the fourth KSW on 
safety. He has been working with TechNova since 1996, spreading safety 
awareness; he holds ‘no accident at any TechNova plant’ record as a 
proud safety professional.

 “Are you safe at work, at home or 
during the commute? Do you think 
safety is your responsibility? What 
if you meet with an accident?” Mr 
Ghaisas began the session with these 
thought provoking questions to the 
audience. He began with simple, real-
life examples such as, if you meet with 
an accident, how to keep emergency 
contact numbers accessible on your 
smartphone.  “Lock your applications, 
not the entire smartphone!” Mr Ghaisas 
offered a quick yet simple solution.

Mr Ghaisas defi ned, “Safety is nothing 
but freedom from accident – an unexpected, undesirable, and unplanned 
incident – resulting in personal injury or damage or both.” He then 
explained how an accident hits hard the bottom line of the employer 
company. Typically, most accidents happen out of an unsafe act like 
oil spilled by somebody on the shop fl oor, and unsafe conditions and 
processes such as undefi ned responsibility for cleaning the oil spill on 
the shop fl oor. Mr Ghaisas shared the results of a study by Heinrich 
Insurance. It  investigated 5,000 cases of accidents, and out of 330 
unsafe acts and conditions, 300 times nothing happened, 29 times there 
was a scratch left, and a single time it was a complete disaster leading to 
fatalities. “Accidents do not happen often, but it is those small number of 
eventualities that we must be prepared for,” he reiterated.

Why is safety paramount?
Safety is important to protect human life, property, environment, brand 
reputation, and many other signifi cant reasons. He shared the recent 
case studies of Nestle and Samsung products. In the Maggie case, a 
miniscule amount of lead found in the product, and in the case of 
Samsung’s exploding batteries, customers were at risk. It compromised 
company’s reputation resulting in business disruption and fi nancial 
losses. Taking the point forward, Mr Ghaisas insisted, “Only keeping 
fi re extinguishers is not being safe. If they are 
not maintained or if nobody knew their correct 
application at the time of a fi re, they become 
useless.”

According to Mr Ghaisas, the benefi ts of safe 
working environments range from employee 
satisfaction, lowered worker compensation cost, 
less risk of regulatory fi nes, increased production, 

BMPA and MMS, since coming together a year ago, have focused on conducting educational programmes; Print Bulletin has    t

lesser employees suffering from injuries and illness, to improvement in 
productivity and fi nancial performance

How does it relate to me?

Fast-paced, deadline-driven printing industry is a signifi cant contributor 
to the economy. Often times, however, print workshops face a lot of 
safety gaps in the form of poor ventilation; high noise; blocked passages; 
tripping and falling objects; mechanical errors – unguarded machine parts, 
material handling; elevators in bad conditions; electrical shortcomings 
such as naked wires, faulty machines; ergonomic hazards; speed before 
safety; and above all the dismissive attitude of the employees and the 
management.

The print industry handles a range of chemicals – from inks and glues 
to different solvents, cleaners, developing solutions; we must remember 
at all times that all chemicals are unsafe. Safety should be a top-down 
process; management should demonstrate commitment to safety in 
policy and action. “It is a team effort – from shop fl oor operator and 
supervisors to the top management, all must be involved in maintaining 
safe environment beyond statutory requirements in the self interest of the 
business and an individual.

AUTOMATION FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY
On November 24, MMS hosted the fi fth KSW with Percept Print Solutions’ 
Das Damodharan sharing knowledge about their prefl ight solutions 
including the live sessions on Enfocus PitStop Server.

The problem statement
Currently, most printers process pages and issues through painstaking, 
manual pre-press processes. This leaves scope for greater chances of 
errors, inconsistencies and production delays. Automation of the prefl ight 
process focuses on identifying problem areas and fi xing them, either 
automatically based on the custom processes settings or by bringing them 
to the notice of the operator so all the problems of a similar category can 
be manually taken care of in one go.

It must be noted that a correctly formatted PDF will result in quick 
production times, no delays, and on-time deliveries to the clients. Good 
PDFs also ensure consistent and predictable results, reducing wastage and 
losses during production. Common PDF problems include low-resolution 
images, missing fonts, and RGB profi les used in lieu of four-colour 
CMYK. PitStop Pro server helps identify such common problems and fi x 
them on the fl y, without human intervention, delivering superior results 
consistently.

Enfocus PitStop Server allows over 500 confi gurable actionable processes 
to meet every demand of the prefl ight process.

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Knowledge Sharing Workshops by MMS receive excellent support from members and printers.

Pradip Ghaisas interacting with 
the KSW audience about safety 
at the MMS Learning Center
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GEABLE PRINTER
s    three events to report to our readers.

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Automate with PitStop Server
Percept Solutions’ Enfocus PitStop Server uses hold-folder based 
applications to automate the PDFs for quality control and corrections. It 
is easy to confi gure different parameters for checkpoints such as pointing 
issues through PDF annotations, delivery through email notifi cations, or 

highlight 
problems to 
customers 
through visual 
markings. 
The solution 
modifi es PDF 
fi les to adhere 
to specifi c 
production 
standards.

The solution 
integrates 
well with 
the prepress, 
digital print, 

web-to-print, MIS systems, Enfocus Switch and many other workfl ows. 
It aids job specifi c verifi cations using XML-based job tickets for easy 
adjustment, tracking and processing of each job.

Adding security features to the prefl ight PDF is possible with PitStop 
Server technologies. It is a technology developed by Enfocus, which 
makes the PDF self-aware, logging metadata of a range of activities. It 
is an open standard for certifi cation with royalty-free standards; Enfocus 
holds only intellectual property for the solution.

The highlight of this session was the live session demonstrating a variety 
of functions and capabilities of Enfocus PitStop Server.

UNDERSTANDING COLOUR AT SAS
On December 9, in the 
second session of the series 
on Colour Management in 
Seekho aur Samjho (SaS), Mr 
Kiran Prayagi, Chairperson, 
Graphic Art Technology & 
Education, focused on the 
printing processes and colour 
management.

The session was conducted at 
SIES, Nerul, Navi Mumbai.

A process-focused 
approach
Mr Prayagi stressed 
upon the fact, right at 
the beginning of the second session, that colour management is as 
much a production process as it is a pre-press process. He insisted, 

“Colour management is not only a pre-press process because at 
the end of the day, colour comes out of a printing press. The press 
operator must understand and control variables to produce correct 
and consistent colour.” He further explained that the printing 
presses must be standardised taking into consideration the diverse 

range of variable components from fountains, rollers, plates, solutions, and 
many more. “Mind you, the variables for each process such as Litho offset, 
Letterpress, Flexography, Gravure, Screen printing, and digital printing differ 
and must be standardised to produce colour managed, accurate results,” Mr 
Prayagi cautioned the audience. He pointed out the example of grey error as 
a result of ink defi ciencies.

Mr Prayagi extensively focused on colour reproduction for photographs; 
especially products and people. He advised the printers to calibrate the 
presses for specifi c ICC profi le and to achieve correct grey balance and the 
best product results.

“You cannot print lighter than the substrate, and darker than the solid patch 
of the ink.” Mr Prayagi elaborated on understanding the importance of the 
substrate-ink interaction, “In the ideal situation, a perfect balance between 
ink density and substrate quality will create ideal tonal balance. In case of 
glossy ink and art paper, it will be lower than the ideal. The dirty paper and 
matt ink will give you newsprint-like results. ” Speaking about the dot spread, 
Mr Prayagi drew audience’ attention to dot gain; a usual phenomenon where 
dot size is greater than the digital original due to absorption of ink in the 
substrate.

Mr Prayagi demonstrated his custom-made test form to test the production 
to fi ne tune the machine. The form is typically in the full size the press can 
accommodate and includes a variety of components such as colour chart, 
4-colour tone curve to gauge tonal ink weight, ink trap, test pictures (own 
as well as a few from the client), dot gain chart, 3-colour grey balance tone 
curve, slur, control strip, colour scale, and a few more.

Measure your colour
Continuing from the previous session, Mr Prayagi explained the importance 
of light source and its temperature in the pre-press and production process 
to achieve best colour reproduction. In a simple example, he explained how 
a same print appears differently to human eyes under bright sunlight, a light 
bulb and a CFL tube light. Therefore, he advised that the pre-press colour 
processes and colour proofi ng happens under standard neutral lighting 
conditions. Then he moved on to explaining the uses of colormeters and 
spectrophotometers. He explained through on-screen graphs and spectrum 
analysis how a spectrophotometer is able to give a better idea of reproduced 
colours.

Mr Prayagi explained in-detail the importance of routine colour management 
processes such a CIE systems, colour calibration routines, colour profi le 
creation, and the maintenance of printing presses. He suggested that such 
routines help one achieve consistently good results.

SaS on colour management received overwhelming response from members and students alike.

Kiran Prayagi conducting the second session on 
Colour Management at SIES, Nerul, Navi Mumbai 
as a part of the SaS series of workshops.

�

Percept Solutions' Das Damodharan sharing 
information about preflight automation.
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In its 11th edition, the Print Summit 2017 will be organised by BMPA 
on January 24, 2017 at the NCPA, Mumbai. The one-day event, truly 
a knowledge-packed seminar, will be delivered by seven speakers, 
including three TED speakers.

The fireball personality
Keynote speaker Lt General (Retd.) Syed Ata Hasnain, one of India’s 
most decorated Generals, is now a reputed military and strategic 
analyst. With his scholarly background and 40 years of military 
experience, General Ata Hasnain focuses on trans-national and internal 
confl icts in Asia and the Middle East. His long innings with the Indian 
Army in Kashmir, at almost every rank, has helped him acquire an 
incomparable experience which he applies intellectually towards 
analysis and problem solving in turbulent situations. 

A quiet game changer and social achiever
This Print Summit you get an opportunity to gain insight (and 
autograph) from the quirky character of Phunsukh Wangdu aka Rancho 
of the Three Idiots. BMPA, is thrilled to bring to members this reel-life 
inspiration who, in fact, is a hero – Sonam Wangchuk to address Print 
Summit 2017. 

A mechanical engineer by training, an educator, a founder of SECMOL 
(Students’ Educational and Cultural Movement of Ladakh) in 1988, and 
a 2002 Ashoka Fellow, Mr Wangchuk, at a mere 48 years of age, is no 
mean innovator. The SECMOL Alternative Institute (SAI) campus, for 
instance, is designed to conserve heat, and uses solar energy. They 
burn no fuels to keep warm even in the bitterly cold winters.

He has also designed a low-cost water heater, and has pioneered 
organic farming and low-cost greenhouses, making the campus 
practically an oasis in that high-altitude desert. His students and he 
have developed things like mud pipes, literally dirt-cheap, and a variety 
of solar-powered devices.

Discovering Dimensions is the theme under which Print Summit 2017 
engages; permit Sonam Wangchuk to kindle your passion and play for 
business and personal goals.

Striving to correct the wrong
India’s former President, APJ Abdul Kalam said of our next 
speaker:  “Dear Prof. Hegde your efforts to relieve pain everywhere 
would succeed with God's grace."

Dr B. M. Hegde, a Padma Bhushan recipient, is amongst a rare breed 
of people who demonstrate the courage to call ‘a wrong just that, 
wrong!’ He is pained to fi nd that once a noble profession, medicine 
has now degenerated into a big money spinning business. That 
modern medicine concentrates on organ-based specialities and forgets 
the owner of those organs – the human being! Acknowledging that 
diagnosis has become a new disease today, he points out that the 
organ based disease classifi cations and society’s obsession with a 
diagnosis for every illness (label) has ‘destroyed' humane medicine.

Discovering dimensions is the theme under which Print Summit 
2017 engages; and our health represents the single most formidable 
dimension that can solely determine the destination of our business 
and drive. 

C.N. Ashok, the industry veteran of India’s print machinery 
manufacturing, will ask a pertinent question: Will the next gen inherit? 

GEAR UP FOR PRINT SUMMIT 2017
The new year for Mumbai’s printers begins with the BMPA’s Print Summit – this year, it promises to be bigger, better, 
more exciting. Here is a sneak peek...

Mr Ashok, will explore with you what he has understood about 
the concerns of the printing business houses regarding the future 
of their organization. Most printing business houses feel that a 
profi tably running business, where risks have been taken care of, and 
investments made towards expansion and modernization, may attract 
the next generation to step in. Is this a myth or a reality? The Print 
Summit 2017 will have the answers from Mr Ashok.

To register for Print Summit 2017, if you haven’t already, 
visit www.printsummit.info.

Lieutenant General (Retd.) 
Syed Ata Hasnain

Dr B M Hegde

Faheem Agboatwala

C. N. Ashok

Iqbal Kherodawala

Mehul A. Desai

Sonam Wangchuk

The 7 sensational speakers at Print Summit 
2017

• Lieutenant General (Retd.) Syed Ata Hasnain: Keynote 
speaker, about Passion in the Heart and Fire in the Belly!

• Dr B M Hegde: Here’s to making our industry healthy!
• Sonam Wangchuk:Innovation, Motivation and Dedication 
• Faheem Agboatwala: Get Sucked (into) the Exponential Way!
• C.N. Ashok: Will the next gen inherit?
• Mehul A. Desai: 30 MAD Minutes
• Iqbal Kherodawala: The ITK Show: meet the father of 

necessity

�
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GROWING FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

In a recent event HP India revealed impressive 
installation numbers and marked the fi rst anniversary 
of the introduction of the PageWide portfolio in 
the Indian market. On the occasion, Devang Karia, 
Country Manager, Large Format Design, GSB, HP Inc. 
India, said, “We are delighted to note a sustained 
and healthy growth in the installed base across the 
country. This was possible primarily because the 
PageWide portfolio offers a compelling proposition 
against LED with the fastest large-format production 
printing available in colour and black-and-white. It 
enables reprographic houses, print service providers 
(PSPs), enterprise central reprographic departments 
(CRDs), and print corners to produce computer-aided 
design (CAD) drawings and opens up new business 
opportunities with geographic information system 
(GIS) maps, point-of-sale applications and posters with high 
speed, versatility and productivity. We are confi dent of a 
sustained and high double digit growth of our installed base as 
our customers reap unprecedented benefi ts with our PageWide 
portfolio.”

HP PageWide XL portfolio offers the fastest large-format 
production printing available in colour and black-and-white. 
HP PageWide XL Printers do the job of two printers in one 
single device, providing monochrome and colour prints at 
breakthrough speeds up to 60 percent faster than the fastest 
monochrome light-emitting diode (LED) printer.

The PageWide printers and MFPs enjoy the leadership in the TDP 
MV-HV segment with market leading share of 88.9% as per the 
IDC data for Q3, 2016.

Streamlining large-format printing workflow increases 
productivity

The production printing market has been traditionally led by 
monochrome-only LED printers, requiring customers to also 
operate large-format inkjet colour printers to address 
colour jobs. The PageWide printers consolidate workfl ow 
to deliver mixed black-and-white and colour prints 
in half the time it would take to manually collate 
documents produced on multiple printers. In addition, 
a full portfolio of scanning and fi nishing solutions, 
including the HP DesignJet HD and SD Pro Scanners and 
new HP PageWide XL Printer accessories, such as the HP 
PageWide XL online folder, top stacker and high-capacity 
stacker, enable customers to build effi cient end-to end 
workfl ows around HP PageWide XL Printers and free up 
the operator.

HP: INNOVATIVE, EFFICIENT, AND VIBRANT IN INDIA
HP India recently announced its successful Label Expo 2016 participation, and impressive installation numbers 
achieved by its PageWide portfolio of printers in India.

HP PageWide XL Pigment Inks increase print quality with crisp 
lines, fi ne detail and smooth grayscales that are superior to LED 
prints. HP PageWide XL Pigment Inks also provide dark blacks, 
vivid colors, and moisture and fade resistance even on uncoated 
bond paper at high speeds.

The HP PageWide XL Printer portfolio includes:

• The HP PageWide XL 5000 Printer and Multi-function Printer 
(MFP) providing small- to medium-sized reprographic 
houses and enterprise CRDs mid-volume technical document 
production at up to 14 D/A1-size prints per minute as well 
as two 400 millilitre ink cartridges per colour with automatic 
switching and up to four rolls of media to streamline work.

• The HP PageWide XL 8000 Printer offering high-end 
production printing at revolutionary speeds up to 30 D/
A1-size prints per minute as well as two 775 millilitre ink 
cartridges per colour with automatic switching and up to six 
rolls – more than 3,900 feet (1,200 metres) – of media for 
sustained productivity. This portfolio was launched last year 
in October 2015.

MARKETPLACE

The HP Indigo WS6800 Digital Press is the market-leading narrow-
web printing solution ideal for label and packaging converters.

HP PageWide XL 5000 Printer
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• The HP PageWide XL 8000 and 5000 printers 
delivering medium-to-large reprographic 
houses and enterprise CRDs robust mid-
to high-volume production of technical 
documents, including translucent prints, 
black-and-white white-prints and digital 
blueprints, at up to 800 and 320 A0 pages 
per hour respectively.

• The HP PageWide XL 4000 Printer and MFP 
allowing technical work teams and copy 
shops to produce 8 D/A1-size prints per 
minute, helping teams increase on-the-job 
productivity. A speed upgrade option is also 
available which can produce up to 12D/A1-
size prints per minute. The HP PageWide XL 
4000 printer is the most recent addition to 
HP’s PageWide portfolio.

HAND-IN-HAND WITH BRANDS FOR SUCCESS

HP India, at Label Expo 2016 showcased the HP Indigo 
WS6800 digital press including the recent labels and 
packaging advancements; including advanced automated 
colour management tools, new HP Indigo ElectroInks, upgrade 
packages, software enhancements for mass customization 
amongst others. These new innovations allow more customers 
to capitalize on the growing digital 
opportunity in a market which is 
achieving double digit percent page 
growth year over year.

Sharing some of the success stories 
of key Indian brands who have 
innovated in labels and packaging 
with HP’s Indigo technology 
A. Appadurai, Country Manager, 
Indigo and Inkjet Web Press, 
Graphics Solutions Business, HP Inc. 
India said, “The consumer market is 
changing rapidly with proliferation 
of products, which leads to shorter 
and shorter run lengths. A research 
report from Point of Purchase 
Advertising International indicates 
that 76% of retail purchases are 

made at the store. This brings a 
battle of brands to the shelf of a 
supermarket. The packaging of the 
product should enable the brand 
to stand out of the shelf. Packaging 
decoration and functionality can be 
tremendously improved by digital 
packaging. On demand packaging is 
turning out to be a great saviour for 
brands that needs quicker time to 
market and to differentiate from the 
growing competition. These three 
factors are the basic reasons for the 

huge increase in the demand of digital printing. We are seeing 
the digital printed labels and packaging growing at a very high 
pace and our customer base in India is executing more and 
more innovative projects.’

Winner all the way

On the second day of the Label Expo 2016, HP announced the 
installation of the HP Indigo WS6800 
digital press at Skanem Interlabels 
India – one of India’s leading labels and 
packaging converters; at its Mumbai 
facility. Sharing his thoughts on the 
installation H. Venkataraman, Managing 
Director, Skanem Interlabels India, said, 

“Skanem Interlabels has been the pioneer 
in adopting the HP Indigo technology 
for producing self-adhesive labels and 
building a successful business model 
around the Indigo technology. The HP 
Indigo WS6800 digital press boosts 
our capacity and at the same time 
improves effi ciency with inline priming 
and spectrophotometer. We believe that 
the HP Indigo WS6800 digital press 
will enable us to offer a tremendous 

brand development opportunity for our customers while also 
helping us increase the production capacity to cater to a larger 
set of customers. We would also like to thank HP for the support 
provided to us throughout this journey, working as a close 
partner to make our business successful. This is one of the key 
reasons for us to repose our faith in HP.”

The HP Indigo WS6800 Digital Press is the market-leading 
narrow-web printing solution ideal for label and packaging 
converters who seek faster turnaround times through automated 
colour management, higher productivity with a wider frame 
and an expanded application range with new ink capabilities. 
Delivering the industry’s highest crossover point in narrow-web 

At Label Expo 2016, HP announced the installation of HP Indigo WS6800 
digital press at Skanem Interlabels India, at the Mumbai facility.

MARKETPLACE

Highlights at the HP Booth in Label Expo 
2016

At its booth, HP showcased a rich application gallery 
with the latest labels and packaging applications, 
including the samples of HP SmartStream Mosaic, 
HP Indigo ElectroInk Fluorescent Pink, and HP Indigo 
ElectroInk Premium White, amongst others.

Visitors at HP booth could have a fi rst-hand experience 
to the colour management capability of HP Indigo 
WS6800 digital press. Visitors just needed to choose 
a PANTONE shade card and the technicians would 
calibrate the press to reproduce the colour, matching 
very close to the PANTONE shades.
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production versus analogue for the vast majority of pressure-
sensitive label jobs, the press supports the rapid increase 
in volume of digitally produced labels, sleeves and fl exible 
packaging.

The WS6800 helps customers reach new levels of productivity 
and reduce time spent preparing colour profi les and PANTONE® 
colour matching very close to the PANTONE shade with a 
new in-line spectrophotometer. Using closed-loop control, the 
spectrophotometer eliminates the need for manual colour 
calibrations and adjustments.

Providing improved effi ciency in the converting of shrink sleeves, 
high-slip HP Indigo ElectroInk White reduces production steps 
with single pass sleeve production. HP Indigo ElectroInk Silver 
gives labels a metallic look similar to UV fl exo silver inks and can 
be used as a spot or base colour on a range of label applications, 
including paint, automotive, household chemicals, nutraceuticals 
and soft drinks.

The HP Indigo WS6800 supports the HP SmartStream Labels and 
Packaging Workfl ow Suite 4.1, powered by Esko. This workfl ow 
suite provides consistent repeat job control and advanced 
decision-making tools to help select suitable jobs for EPM. Recent 
advances to the HP Indigo WS6800 digital press platform have 
included the addition of HP Indigo ElectroInk Fluorescent Pink and 
HP Indigo ElectroInk Premium White.

MARKETPLACE

AIFMP’S NEW TEAM FELICITATED BY GREATER DELHI 
MASTER PRINTERS’ ASSOCIATION
Earlier in December this year, Greater Delhi Master Printers’ Association (GDMPA) organised the felicitation function to welcome 
the newly elected team of All India Federation of Master Printers (AIFMP). Present at the function were the newly elected 
committee members of AIFMP – President Prof. Kamal Chopra; Vice Presidents Arun Gupta (North), Sandip Kumar Sanyal (East), 
C.D. Kumaravel (South) and Rajendera Jain (West), Honorary General Secretary Anand V. Limay; Honorary Joint Treasurer G.K. 
Kalairajan; and Honorary Treasurer C. Prakash Babu. The event was attended by the printers from Punjab and Uttar Pradesh.

Vijay Kumar Chopra Ji, Editor-in-Chief, Punjab Kesari (a well-known daily) and the past President of the AIFMP, was the chief guest. 
Speaking at the event, Vinod Sethi, President of GDMPA emphasised the problems faced by the printing industry including the 
performance and the quality of printing machinery manufactured in India; acute shortage of trained technical people; increase 
in paper prices; and the competition among printers. Mr. Limaye, on behalf of the newly elected team spoke on many issues and 
problems of printing industries and assured to achieve new heights for the Federation.

Prof. Kamal Chopra, in his presidential address stressed upon giving more importance to micro and small printers for their 
upliftment. He also emphasised on his mission to put AIFMP on the international map to gain proper identifi cation to the printing 
industry.

�

Appadurai (R), Country Manager, Indigo and Inkjet Web 
Press, Graphics Solutions Business, HP Inc. India
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Every snowfl ake is unique. A cloud holds both, ice crystals and 
water, in an unstable mixture. When the temperature falls, the 
ice crystals grow at the expense of the water droplets and build 

snowfl akes. What each snowfl ake looks like depends equally 
on chance, temperature and the route from the cloud to the 
ground. That’s the reason each snowfl ake is unique!

At the end of the 1950s, physicist and snow researcher Ukichiro 
Nakaya gave snowfl akes the more poetic name: Letters from 

IT IS IGGESUND GREETING TIME!
Iggesund Paperboard’s annual greeting concepts for Christmas and New Year are much awaited and impressive 
pieces of paper crafts. This year they have transformed snow...

the sky. The basis of this year’s greeting card from Iggesund 
Paperboard is seven snowfl akes, which can be folded to create 
44,716 different versions.

But wow can seven snowfl akes transform into 44,000+ 
unique ones?

It is all about mathematics and paperboard 
expertise

The designer of the snowfl ake card, Peter Dahmen, 
has calculated that it can be folded into 44,716 
different versions. Those of us who are unwilling to 
dive deeply into mathematical thinking take him at his 
word. Iggesund Paperboard has a tradition of making 
sophisticated, designed and specially printed greeting 
cards where we try to demonstrate the ultimate 
performance capabilities of our paperboard. The cards 
are also a project that many of our colleagues have 
opinions about. Anna Adler, graphic specialist and 
Senior Project Manager with Iggesund’s Marketing 
Communications, has been 
responsible for producing 
Iggesund’s greeting cards for 
the past decade.

MARKETPLACE

DOMINO APPOINTS NEW PRODUCT MANAGER FOR 
DIGITAL PRINTING SOLUTIONS
Domino’s Digital Printing Solutions Division has appointed Simon Howes as the new Product Manager 
for its digital colour label press to help support the company’s rapid growth in the digital printing 
sector. He has a wealth of experience in strategic product management and market analysis, having 
worked for a number of high-tech imaging, video and software companies in senior product marketing 
roles. More recently, he was Managing Director of a software company specialising in data capture 
and analysis systems for the oil and gas industry, before becoming a strategic business consultant and 
contractor. In his new role, Mr Howes will take ownership for defi ning product and market strategy for 
the Domino N-Series ink jet label press product range, in order to continue to position Domino as the 
market leader and an innovator in the digital printing market.

�

To know more about this story, 
follow the link https://goo.gl/

tTR3bg or scan the QR cod
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TETRA PAK GETS CLOSER TO FULLY RENEWABLE 
PACKAGING GOAL WITH NEW ASEPTIC CARTON

RICOH INDIA UNVEILED POWERFUL 
PRINTING-AS-A-SERVICE PLATFORM
On December 8, Ricoh India Ltd., a leader in the fi eld of Imaging Solutions and IT Services, introduced a unique and powerful 
printer as a service platform (PaaS). The lineup consists of two models: SP 313SFNW_V, a printer, copier, scanner and Fax; and 
SP 313DNW_V, a single function printer. With these machines, one can get best-in-class mono laser MFD and a printer for A4 
printing requirements. Both devices come with latest features and can accept prints from Windows or Linux Platforms. The MFD 
features latest scanning and copying functions.

The PaaS platform developed exclusively for these products ensures the machine uptime is maximized through real time 
monitoring of machine status and proactively taking care of maintenance requirements. Through this platform, one can pay a 
fi xed cost per print irrespective of coverage area, bringing in predictability in print costs and ensuring complete transparency in 
usage. PaaS printers come with genuine high capacity toner cartridges that need to be replaced less frequently than ordinary 
cartridges. In addition, they are equipped with M2M (machine to machine communication), which communicates with the Ricoh 
PaaS Platformto inform when the toner is about to run out, ensuring delivery of a new toner cartridge before the current one 
runs out. ensuring effective toner management. M2M supports in service management alerts when a fault is detected, ensuring 
a technician is already on the way. PaaS Platform provides the usage status details to the owner that can be monitored online, 
simplifying resource management. For instance, if these devices are installed at multiple sites, the head offi ce can maintain 
oversight on deployment effi ciency online.

Tetra Pak announces the launch of a new version of Tetra 
Brik Aseptic 1000 Edge with Bio-based LightCap 30. This is 
the fi rst aseptic carton package in the world to receive the 
highest class of Vinçotte certifi cation for its use of renewable 
materials. The new package is manufactured using a bio-
based plastic fi lm and cap, made from polymers derived from 
sugar cane. Combined with the paperboard, this lifts the 
share of materials from renewable sources in the package 
to above 80%, the threshold for four-star certifi cation from 
Vinçotte, the Belgium-based accreditation agency that is 
world-recognised for assessing the renewable content of 
packaging products. The new package also boasts up to 17% 
lower carbon footprint than a standard package, according to 
an independent lifecycle analysis conducted by IVL Swedish 
Environmental Research Institute.

Charles Brand, Executive Vice President, Product Management 
and Commercial Operations at Tetra Pak said: “There is a 
growing trend that consumers want to do more for the planet, 
and they want brand owners to help. With the authentic 
certifi cation from Vinçotte, our new package gives customers 
credible information to communicate with consumers, and 
helps them differentiate their products. Our ultimate goal is 

to produce all of our 
packages using only 
sustainably-managed 
renewable materials. 
Launching the new 
Tetra Brik Aseptic 1000 
Edge with Bio-based 
LightCap 30 package is 
a signifi cant milestone 
for us on that journey.” 
The new version of 
Tetra Brik Aseptic 1000 
Edge with Bio-based 
LightCap 30 package is 
available to customers 
globally. Switching 
to the new version 
requires no additional 
capital equipment investment.

To watch product video scan the QR code.

�
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The print industry in this decade is being defi ned by two 
overarching trends. First is the decline of traditional markets, 
like book printing and newspapers, in the face of competition 
from electronic alternatives. Second is the challenge to 
established analogue print platforms from the latest generation 
of digital – inkjet and toner – print systems.

The two trends are not mutually exclusive however, digital 
print is a value-adding option and its ability to add variable 
data and customisation can help reinvigorate segments 
where traditional print is most under threat. This is not a 
cost-free exercise – digital remains a more expensive option 
for runs above a certain fairly modest level. Though this can 
be compensated for my some labour and production savings, 
there is still an onus on print service providers to evolve their 
business model to capitalise on these opportunities.  

Market transformation

The critical transition underway is analysed and quantifi ed in 
depth in the recent Smithers Pira report The Future of Digital 
vs Analogue Printing to 2020. Smithers Pira’s data shows that 
in 2010, as printers worldwide were still recovering from the 
2008 crash, the equivalent of 50.7 trillion A4 sheets were 
printed worldwide – with 49.8 trillion, or 98.1%, on analogue 
presses, principally offset machinery.

In 2016 total print volume is largely unchanged, though 
analogue’s share has declined to 97.3%, and will fall further to 
96.5% in 2020.

The full impact of digital presses is illustrated more forcefully if 
overall value is considered. The Smithers Pira data shows that 
in a global print market worth US$ 811 billion in 2010, 9% of 

this revenue lay with inkjet or toner output. This share rose to 
nearly 15% in 2016, and will be 17.6% at the decade’s end.

Segments in transition

The transition to digital is not a uniform process however. 
Certain segments like printed signage and ceramic tile print 
are now dominated by inkjet systems, while analogue can 
still account for 99.8% of volume in a segment like catalogue 
printing.

Providing in-depth forecasts for every end-use application 
is beyond the scope of this article. It is instructive however 
to examine the role digital is playing in three of the most 
important publication print segments as overall output decline:

• Books – this is a US$ 32.1 billion market in 2016, down 
from US$ 38.0 billion in 2010

• Newspapers – worth US$ 41.7 billion in 2016, as opposed 
to US$ 51.4 billion in 2010

• Catalogues – valued at US$ 31.0 billion in 2016, falling 
from US$ 38.5 billion in 2010

Despite dire prognoses for each segment, digital equipment 
can and is enabling at least some businesses within them to 
stay competitive despite a hostile environment.

Book print

Book reading has suffered severely from the online revolution. 
The long-term impact of e-readers, like the Amazon Kindle, 
may have been overemphasised – unit sales for these devices 
peaked in 2011. Demand for printed books is still shrinking 
however, in face of competition from online leisure activities, 
like surfi ng the Internet and gaming; as well as a new 
generation of tablet computers that have displaced dedicated 
e-readers.

In 2014 research fi rm Nielsen Books reported online books 
sales in the UK overtook physical sales for the fi rst time. This 
trend can further damage profi tability as online sales are 
frequently concentrated on a single seller – Amazon – which 
can, some argue, exert too much power over the publishers 
whose books it sells.

In response publishers are looking at new business models. 
One such is long-tail publishing. Established publishers hold 
a large back stock of titles still under copyright, stretching 
back for as much as a century. Demand for these is limited 
however, and can rarely justify regular print runs of thousands 
of volumes as required to make litho printing cost-effi cient. This 

DIGITAL OFFERS NEW HOPE TO PUBLICATIONS
Smithers Pira’s latest report ‘The Future of Digital vs Analogue Printing to 2020’ gives publication prints a new hope 
of growth.

Despite e-reader sales peaking in 2011 and new sales channels, purchases 
of hard-copy book are still falling.  Source: Smithers Pira
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leaves interested customers at the vagaries of the second-hand 
book trade.

Publishers have realised they can monetise these back titles 
thanks to digital print equipment. These have much reduced 
set-up times and wastage in make ready and trial runs is 
virtually eliminated, making very short runs or even single 
editions fi nancially viable. Such long-tail titles are increasingly 
being made available on a print-on-demand basis, after an 
order has been received. Here the Internet provides a vital tool 
for connecting the reader with obscure or specialist titles, and 
web-to-print software allows the manuscript to be delivered to 
the print service provider in a cost-effective manner that also 
enables fast turnaround.

The rapid turnaround enabled by digital also allows publishers 
to exploit new time-sensitive opportunities. This can involve 
commissioning a commemorative biography following the 
death of a popular fi gure – as happened in early 2016 with the 
musician David Bowie – or to commemorate an event, like the 
winning of a sports championship.

Variable data print

Variable data print (VDP) is very easy on digital platforms. One 
new application of this for book printing is in personalised 
books. For example, key words in a Christmas story can be 
rewritten to make a child believe the story takes place in their 
home town; alternatively an older classic – like Pride and 
Prejudice – given as a gift can be altered so the characters’ 

names are those of the book’s recipient and his or her friends.

A more commercial application of this principle is in the text 
book industry. Web-to-print interfaces linked to digital presses 
mean lecturers or school governors can design customised text 
books for their students, only including the components of a 
long syllabus that they will be taught. This value-adding option 
is increasingly popular – and lucrative, with the US market 
alone being worth over US$ 8.5 billion in 2013 (NACS).

The price of books printed this way is slightly more than for a 
mass-analogue printed title, but this can be accounted for as 
a customer will be more inclined to pay more for a bespoke or 
specialist product.

Book printing will see the most radical switch to digital across 
this decade. Digital had only a 14.2% share of the world 
market by value in 2010, but Smithers Pira’s analysis shows 
this will rise to 46.1% of world value in 2020. Only 5% of the 
volume of this print will be on the new technology in 2020 
however, emphasising how digital print is concentrating on the 
highest-margin areas of book printing.

Newspapers

Arguably no segment of the print market is suffering more from 
electronic competition, and 24-hour news programming than 
newspaper print. Titles like The Independent (UK) are ceasing 
hard-copy production, and revenues from advertising are 
evaporating, as marketers pursue other media channels.

Digital (toner and inkjet) production will gain value across publication print, even as the segment 
suffers a nearly US$ 50 billion contraction across the decade. Source: Smithers Pira
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FOOD-SAFE PRINTING INKS TO GROW FASTER THAN THE FOOD PACKAGING MARKET

Cold-set litho presses remain the principal technology and in 
2016 accounted for 84% of a world market valued by Smithers 
Pira at US$ 41.7 billion. Inkjet is just 3.7% of the market, and 
toner’s contribution is negligible.

One solution being offered by Manroland – the German 
newspaper print equipment manufacturer – is a hybrid litho 
press with and integrated Kodak Prosper S20 or S30 module. 
This inkjet unit can print versionised promotions or coupons – 
enticing advertisers to remain in the physical space. Variable 
data programming also fl exibility meaning editions can be 
versionised to a specifi c geographic area, with for example, 
vouchers individualised to a particular branch of a chain of 
coffee shops, or a gambling advert with odds tailored for the 
local sports team’s next match.

A similar option pursued by German newspaper Bild is to 
have its printer Axel Springer add unique subscriber codes 
via a digital module. These then grant had-copy subscribers 
discounted access to Bild’s online edition helping transition the 
paper’s readers.

These new revenue streams means that despite competing in a 
price-sensitive market, inkjet’s value in the newspaper segment, 
which stood at $740 million in 2010, will more than triple by 2020.

Catalogues – individualising promotions

Supplementary digital printing is also being exploited in 
catalogue printing – another traditional segment that is looking 

to innovate in the face of declining overall print volumes, and a 
target audience migrating to e-commerce.

Using a hybrid press a mail-order catalogue publisher can add 
a customised attention-grabbing cover, or one or two interior 
pages, emphasising localised promotions. This approach can be 
extended as electronic transactions enable sales fi rms to hold 
much more data on individual customers.

This so-called ‘Big Data’ revolution can be used to further 
enhance sales catalogues with the variable data areas now 
personalised to resonate with each recipient’s previous 
purchasing history or other known preferences.

A silver lining to dark cloud

Digital print is unable on its own to save the three print product 
segments profi led above from a major contraction driven 
by wider changes. What it can do is provide viable business 
models for those print service providers that remain in these 
segments and are agile enough to invest and explore new 
business models.

The global analogue print industry will see a slight rise – 
3.9% – across the decade mostly due to expansion into the 
developing world. The outlook for digital equipment and 
consumables suppliers is more positive. Smithers Pira data 
shows this process segment’s market value will more than 
double across the same period, to reach 17.6% of the overall 
market in 2020. 

Food packaging will grow at a faster rate than the overall 
packaging market between 2016 and 2021, at 3.0% CAGR 
(compounded annual growth rate) in real value and print 
area. Food-safe inks will also grow at a faster rate in the 
coming years, as pressure from brand owners and regulators 
sees them adopted in larger amounts of food packaging, 
according to Smithers Pira.

Ink is important too

Special food-grade inks are increasingly used in printing for 
food packaging to ensure there is no contamination of the 
product when they are used correctly, ensuring food safety, 
Smithers Pira new report – The Future of Printing for Food 
Packaging to 2021 – states in 2016 the market was over 
250,000 tonnes costing $1.83 billion, with growth prospects 
ahead of the general food packaging market growing at 
6.0% annually in volume terms to 2021 as the use of food-
safe inks is adopted. The value is growing at a higher rate, 
showing the high cost of these materials, which is why many 
converters do not use them; but this is changing following 
pressure from brands, and growing regulation of food safety 
from regional and national governments.

Food may be contaminated by migration of printed material 
through diffusion, set off from a printed surface or in 

use, particularly cooking at high temperature. Food-safe 
low-migration ink or coating will release levels below the 
accepted levels of contamination when they are properly 
applied and dried after printing. Using the appropriate 
materials is important, and following good manufacturing 
processes to demonstrate compliance and minimise the 
risks is the direction the packaging industry is taking.

Changing consumption pattern

Food consumption is changing. Snacking is beginning to 
become a major trend among consumer groups accounting 
for 50% of all food and beverage consumption in the US, 
according to research from the Hartman Group published 
in 2016. For packaging, this means a reduction in the 
pack size, with more samples and designs to facilitate 
consumption ‘on-the-move’, and the pack increasingly 
acting as the serving method. This puts additional stress 
on the potential of migration as the consumer touches 
the outside of the pack as part of the eating or drinking 
activity. This is driving the adoption of resealable pouches 
and fl exible packaging. This results in packaging being 
handled more during use, meaning there is less distinction 
between food contact and indirect packaging. Thus all food 
packaging has to be produced with reducing contamination 
risk as part of the design.
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TCPL Packaging Ltd., Mumbai, recently signed up to buy 
two brand new MK 1060 YM foil-stamping and Die-cutting 
machines from Heidelberg. With a turnover exceeding r600 
crores this year, TCPL Packaging is one of the major converters 
of paperboard and folding cartons in India. “Our strong 
presence across the nation and the world-class service we 
offer to our customers is well backed by our state-of-the-art 
infrastructure. The MK1060 YM equipment is a compelling 
value-add to our business model and portfolio,” said Saket 
Kanoria, Managing Director, who spearheads operations 
at TCPL. The Kanoria family, in addition to promoting TCPL, 
has diverse business interests including, jute, tea, textiles, 
pharmaceuticals and chemicals. In 1990, the family ventured 
into manufacture of folding cartons from a facility in Silvassa.

The MK1060 YM, manufactured by Heidelberg’s Joint Venture 
partner, MK Masterwork Machinery, China, is designed 
to handle large-format die cutting and foil-stamping 
requirements with longitudinal and transversal foil pull 
systems. An advanced vacuum feed table can substantially 
enhance sheet feeding stability, while electronic controls help 
reduce operator 
workload 
and make the 
feeder unit 
user-friendlier. 
A quick return 
on investment, 
the equipment 
can handle 
substrates 
with thickness 
ranging from 
90 gsm to 
2000 gsm. 
The stamping 
section of the 
MK1060 YM 
is equipped 
with a foil 
advance system 
consisting of four advance shafts, which ensure that the foil 
unwinds with an error tolerance of 1 mm, resulting in foil 
savings. The foil wind unit is capable of maintaining stable 
foil tension at high speed. The honeycomb chase is made of 
special thermal resistant materials. The heated bed consists of 

 (L-R) Peter Rego, Business Unit Head (Equipment Sales), Heidelberg 
India; Abhishek Kanoria and Saket Kanoria, Managing Director, TCPL 
Packaging; Michael Gao, MK Masterwork Machinery; and Lalitkumar 
Lamba, Product Manager—Packaging Solutions, Heidelberg India

TCPL PACKAGING PROCURES TWO BRAND NEW FOIL-STAMPING AND 
DIE-CUTTING MACHINES FROM HEIDELBERG

20 heating zones which gives accurate heating properties on 
complicated foil stamping jobs.

A lower plate made of high quality materials improves foiling 
and embossing make-ready times, making the MK1060 YM 
ideal for repeat jobs, thereby improving profi tability. The 
lower plate is also equipped with a central registration 
system to reduce plate changing, positioning and adjustment 
times dramatically. The MK pneumatic locking device locks 
the plate framework automatically without the need for tools, 
saving time for the operator.

TCPL has also made a foray into the fl exible packaging 
segment to supply cork-tipping paper, laminates, sleeves 
and wrap-around labels, as reinforcement to its traditional 
product line-up that includes folding cartons, printed blanks 
and outers, litho-lamination, plastic cartons, blister packs and 
shelf-ready packaging.

�
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Air Excel 7400 E

ThermaSphere® compressible layer technology. Designed for 
high speed, high quality and long run sheet-fed application

Air Excel Titan Dual Combi

ThermaSphere® compressible layer technology. Designed for 
use on mixed ink systems, conventional and UV, especially 

 

Air Excel EX 6000 WEB

Stays stable & consistent, offers longer blanket life on press
through improved shock absorption, rapid recovery and better
smash resistance. ThermaSphere® offers ecological improvements
in our manufacturing process.
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Air Excel MC1200W UV

 

 
 

 
Two blankets that have been designed for continuous stationery 
applications and envelope printing.

Air Tack M for use with conventional and UV curing inks

Air Tack J UV for use with UV curing inks

Air Excel TackM & J UV

Excellent Capability of keeping Wet (Oil & Water)

Good Absorbency : Leading To Better Cleaning

For All Type of Offset Machines using Conventional & UV Inks

Approved by:

“Poly Clean” Autowash Cloth WET type

Made of High Quality Fibres
Smooth Surface
Very Soft - No Scratches
Lint Free

DRY type “Poly Clean” Autowash Cloth 

AND
AND SYSTEMS
#2 / F1, Prabhadevi Ind. Estate, Veer Savarkar Marg, Mumbai- 400025, India.

 Tel: +91 (022) 24222926   Fax: 24309195  
 Email: and@andsystems.co.in

MAGNACOLOURS LAUNCHED NEW DISCHARGE RANGE
MagnaColours Ltd, a supplier of water-based textile inks, has released a new range of formaldehyde-free discharge bases. In a 
Magna patented concept, they have developed a formaldehyde-free method of discharge printing, whilst promoting wash-
durability, a key requirement for brands. As a company that exclusively provides water-based, environmentally sustainable 
alternatives for the textile screen-printing industry, this marks another triumph for screen printers and brands alike. The range 
creates bold, bright and beautiful discharge effects, using a formaldehyde-free method, with no compromise on quality, nor 
does the garment need to be washed after curing.

“There was a demand from manufacturers to effectively print onto dark materials using discharge techniques, without having 
to use formaldehyde products,” said Tom Abbey, Managing Director of Magna Colours. “As the leading producer of water-
based inks, this was something we were perfectly placed to do. It was a long standing idea in the industry that water-based 
inks could not achieve the same results as those containing formaldehyde, but we’ve provided an outstanding solution, once 
again.”

While wanting to eliminate the use of formaldehyde, another key requirement was wash durability to prevent fading. To 
meet the toughest demand, Magna developed MagnaPrint Discharge Fastness Enhancer. They have provide a solution to an 
industry problem, helping brands to provide safe, environmentally friendly, durable, high quality products for their customers.

MARKETPLACE
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Vishful Thinking
PUN INTENDED

Accepting to stand up for the national anthem in 
principle!
On November 30, the Supreme Court of India passed an order 
in response to a public interest litigation (PIL). The order made it 
compulsory to play the Indian national anthem in all theatres before 
a screening of the movie and for all Indians to stand up while the 
national anthem is played. First of all, is it something new? The rule to 
stand in respect for the national anthem always existed. A few states 
and theatres, as reported by some newspapers, might not have been 
observing it, which means, enforcing an existing rule or law was the 
matter in question. It became a meaningful political dialogue, relating 
to patriotism and nationalism. The very foundation of any national 
anthem is to respect the motherland, in the sense of nationalism 
or patriotism and, thus, there is nothing much in this court order or 
the furore following the same. It is amusing, going through what 
people said in this context. Venkaiah Naidu, the Minister of Urban 
Development of India, said, “It is a very good decision. It will inculcate 
patriotism among the people, particularly the younger generation.” 
Abhishek Singhvi a Member of Parliament from Indian National 
Congress (Congress) had to say, “We support, in principle, everything 
that enhances respect and dignity of this nation...” Now is Mr Singhvi 
wishful that there is another way than ‘principle in totality’ to support 
the same. Why can we not accept this Supreme Court order in totality 
and unconditionally?

Anupam Kher, rightfully asked, why and if Supreme Court had to ask 
people to stand up for the National Anthem? Is it not mandatory and 
the duty of every individual to observe it? Asaduddin Owaisi, President 
of All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul Muslimeen, questioned, “Will this help 
in increasing patriotism or nationalism?” Mr Owaisi must be told; this 
reminds all the fence sitters of their nationality and the commitment 
towards the nation. Jairam Ramesh of Congress opined that ‘the 
Supreme Court has better things to do.’ In a way Mr Ramesh is correct 
in the sense that such a PIL need not be entertained, for the obvious 
reasons that standing in respect of the national anthem has always 
been mandatory, and action should be taken on those who do not 
follow it. Shrikant Sharma, the National Secretary of Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) welcomed the decision as it would strengthen the spirit 
of nationalism. It is indeed wishful on everyone’s part to discuss this 
matter, whereas everybody should know, as Economic Times stated, 

“It is the sacred obligation of every citizen, to abide by the ideals 
enshrined in the Constitution. And one such idea is to show respect to 
the national anthem and the tri-colour.”

A quick U-turn by all netas...
Last month, demonetisation caught everyone off guard. To start 
with, almost all political parties and leaders hailed the move to curb 
black money. All of them were quick to take a U-turn as they all 
found themselves supporting the ruling party. Soon they all began 
voicing their opinion against the preparation and then against the 
demonetization itself. With the political pot on the boil in Bihar, the 
Chief Minister (CM) Nitish Kumar was supporting the demonetization 
despite protests by his allies. Sensing this, Sushil Modi, sent signals to 
Nitish Kumar to join hands with BJP. Mr Modi advised, “If you stay with 
Lalu Prasad and Congress, you will be killed politically.” 

In a recent public speech in Hyderabad, Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
said that ‘he is a fakir, and he can call any place his home.’ He added 
that ‘he is not bound by the luxury or the riches to be a part of his 
life.’ Ms Mayawati, the Bahujan Samajwadi Party supremo, questioned, 

“Modi is a protector of the wealthy. How does he become a fakir? The 
attack on black money is only an eye-wash.” Aam Admi Party (AAP) 
leader and CM of Delhi, Arvind Kejriwal also questioned, how Modi 
could be a fakir if he could wear, four suits worth R10 lakh in a single 
day? Are they both wishful that, people would take things literally and 
believe Modi will walk out as a fakir?

Times of India reported December 5: “Sharad Pawar visits bank does 
a U-turn on demonetisation.” One of the fi rst from the opposition to 
praise Modi’s move to demonetise, Mr Pawar took almost a month to 
visit a bank and see the plight of the farmers! And, after the visit, he 
said, “the government and the fi nancial institutions were ill-prepared 
to handle the demonetisation, especially in the rural areas that transact 
more than 90% of their business in cash. Wishfully, he now wants to be 
with the opposition challenging demonetisation, before he becomes an 
outcast?

Ever energetic, TMC-supremo Mamata Banerjee-led, a demonstration 
against demonetization in New Delhi, followed by two rallies in 
Patna, Bihar; and Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh. She urged the state civil 
services in West Bengal not to follow the instructions of the Central 
Government because they are employed by the state government! 
We can understand the protest, but do we understand this step as a 
wishful challenge to the Modi-led Central government by asking the 
state administration not to obey the central government directives?

You will recall, former cricketer and former member of BJP, Navjot Singh 
Sidhu was in talks to join AAP for the state elections in Punjab. But he 
could not get the assurance for the post of CM. He, therefore, dropped 
the thought of joining AAP. Interestingly, soon after Mr Sidhu launched 
his political party, Awaaz-E-Punjab, his wife, Navjot Kaur Sidhu, joined 
the Congress. When she was asked, if Sidhu would follow, she quipped, 

“we are two bodies with one soul. When the soul moves, the body has 
to follow.” Well, in the fi rst week of December, we heard from Captain 
Amarinder Singh that Mr Sidhu might soon join the Congress. Mr Sidhu 
has been wishful of becoming the CM of Punjab and traversing from 
one political party to another. But where will he fi nd his soul?

As reported by many news channels on December 1, the members 
of the All India Trinamool Congress party said in the parliament that 
the life of their party President and the CM of West Bengal, Mamata 
Banerjee was in danger. Upon probing the facts, it was found that her 
fl ight was circling over the airport with little fuel. Political leaders are 
always wishful of spreading doubts and creating a panic!

Metro is not for everybody
On December 1, Reliance Infra, a partner in Mumbai Metro One Private 
Limited, argued in the Bombay High Court that, ‘Metro is not for 
everybody.” The company claimed that the intention of the metro was 
to decongest the city traffi c. The lawyer further clarifi ed, ‘when you 
talk of masses, it is only the ordinary citizen. It could be for the class 
from among that mass.’ Is this wishful thinking on the part of Reliance, 
to have a free hand to revise rates anytime and position the metro 
exclusively for the upmarket commuters?

In this column, our industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents us 
his cheek-in-the-tongue view of the recent political news
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PUN INTENDED

For a country which has prided itself on a culture which spans 
thousands of years, why do we insist on hating the simplest of 
discipline which will make our life so easy? Why is it that we 
insist on being the fi rst in every line of this world?  

In this article, I will examine the quintessential Indian habit of 
being the fi rst to question any ‘queue’, (pun intended)

The biggest thing that distinguishes an Indian from the rest of 
the world is our inherent habit of wanting to try and get out of 
any situation fi rst. It is of course an admirable trait to want to 
extricate oneself as quickly as possible. But if it means stepping 
on a thousand toes to do that, and that too, toes of similar 
fellow Indians who also want to step on a hundred other toes; it 
turns into a juggernaut where the only outcome would be a few 
thousand broken toes and no progress.

Each one of us, irrespective of class, caste, community or culture, 
is guilty of having done this and there is somewhere a bug which 
is hard-wired into us, as soon as we are declared Indian in our 
mothers’ womb. These same people suddenly become highly 
respectful of queues as soon as they step out of the Indian soil, 
but start the toe-snapping as soon as they land at our airports.

I am sure our habit of ‘shoving’ is essential even as we are 
conceived, and even as we push ourselves out in this world, but 
friends, it should ideally be forgotten as soon as we are born. 
Somehow, we love this shoving so much that we want to carry 
it with us as long as we live. Our obsession or irritation with 
queues is deeply entrenched and the only time we don’t want to 
be ahead in the queue is when it is time for us to go. Finally.

The interesting part is that we always believe that all queues 
must always start with us. Much like Amitabh Bacchhan’s famous 
dialogue – “Hum jahaa khade hai, wahi se line shuru hoti hai” – 
we believe that being a multicultural, multi-directional, 
multi-lingual nation, our lines too should have ten heads like 
Ravana. And, we should be the one amongst them! Nine more 
thinkers like us and Indian queues become a night before 
Dussehra. And funnily, each of these 10 decide to be mini 
Ravanas and its a free for all.

The funny thing about wanting to break queues is that, if there 
are a hundred people who think on the same line as us, the 
end result is not having moved at all, and the only outcome is a 
chaotic situation where might rules and nobody wins. 

When asked about the compulsion of us Indians to jump queues, 
the knowledgeable amongst us blame it on the population, 
the lack of system, lazy people who work at a pace which 
irritates the ‘sane’ amongst us, blamed the ‘others’ who initiate 
the queue jumping (it is never ‘us’ who break the queue fi rst, 
surprisingly!), blame everything and everyone except themselves. 
But they don’t have any explanation for the reason to push to 

get into a aircraft when the seats are allocated, and neither 
the answer to the rush to exit the aircraft when you know that 
you can’t go home unless the carousel delivers your smuggled 
wealth-holding bag in due course.

Something truly hilarious is that we always sit on judgement on 
the ‘crudes’ who jump queues every time, but when it’s our turn, 
we do not hesitate to elbow a few ribs when the situation arises. 
Equally marvellous is the sense of victory when we succeed in 
our venture and actually boast about it, when we are able to 
successfully shove ourselves right up in the front. We love to give 
examples of the Japanese who quietly stand in queues at train 
stations, waiting for people to alight fi rst, and then board the 
train equally quietly. They make up for the lost time by inventing 
the Bullet train, whereas we ‘bullet’ ourselves through long-
winded queues and continue to stay in bullock speed. 

Whether we are boarding or alighting an aircraft, whether 
we are in the queue at a Buffet, whether we are waiting for a 
school admission, whether we are attending a funeral to offer 
condolences, whether we are waiting to offer our ‘sympathies’ to 
a groom who is getting stage-married, whether we are waiting 
to convert the ‘colour’ of our money in an ATM queue, whether 
we are wanting to beg another government to give us ‘visitation 
rights’ to their country, the need to elbow ourselves to the front 
position never deserts us. 

However, let’s look at the fl ip side of this habit of ours. In 
spite of the world looking at our jostling habits in an askance 
manner, we are born with it and are proud about it. We have 
been taught that we need to always be in front of the queue 
and we are fi nally taking it seriously. We want to be in front of 
the developing world and we don’t mind elbowing ourselves a 
bit. We want our yoga, our Ayurveda and our spices to be world 
beaters, so what if we have to push ahead of the various oriental 
exercises and Chinese yin and yang ideas. We want our fi lms to 
compete with Hollywood and we don’t hesitate to emotionally 
blackmail our imported brethren to make them recognised 
in international multiplexes. We want ‘Mitron’ to be the next 
important salutation in front of the ‘Friends and countrymen’ 
and we are willing to bet our knickers that it will soon become 
one. We don’t mind ‘standing up’ for our country, even though 
it might be limited to auditoriums before our staple dose of 
dishoom-dishoom, and if this means going supreme and caring a 
hoot about civil liberties, we don’t mind it at all.

All said and done, let’s outgrow this silly reservation about 
standing in boring, staid queues and reaching the end in 
stipulated time. It is far more important to take a bungee-jump 
into any queue and take a risk of either arriving fi rst, or not 
arriving at all. After all, what is life without the adequate and 
accurate use of elbows, slithering, deception, and cunning to 
reach where you want to be. Civility be damned.
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YEH AISA ‘QUEUE’ HOTA HAI?
Iqbal Kherodawala of Printline Reproductions holds a mirror up to us with his to-the-fact, yet 
hilarious articles about our ‘typically Indian’ habits.
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